Multiple PLDs required for high salinity and water deficit tolerance in plants
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High salinity and drought have received much attention because they severely affect crop production worldwide. Analysis and comprehension of the plant’s response to excessive salt and dehydration will aid in the development of stress-tolerant crop varieties. Signal transduction lies at the basis of the response to these stresses, and numerous signaling pathways have been implicated. Here, we provide further evidence for the involvement of phospholipase D (PLD) in the plant’s response to high salinity and dehydration. A tomato (*Lycopersicon esculentum*) α-class PLD, LePLDα1, is transcriptionally up-regulated and activated in cell suspension cultures treated with salt. Gene silencing revealed that this PLD is indeed involved in the salt-induced phosphatidic acid production, but not exclusively. Genetically modified tomato plants with reduced LePLDα1 protein levels did not reveal altered salt tolerance. In Arabidopsis (*Arabidopsis thaliana*), both AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ were found to be activated in response to salt stress. Moreover, pldα1 and pldδ single and double knock-out mutants exhibited enhanced sensitivity to high salinity stress in a plate assay. Furthermore, we show that both PLDs are activated upon dehydration and the knock-out mutants are hypersensitive to hyperosmotic stress, displaying strongly reduced growth.
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**Abbreviations:** DGK, diacylglycerol kinase; PA, phosphatidic acid; PBut, phosphatidylbutanol; PLC, phospholipase C; PLD, phospholipase D; RNAi, RNA interference; TLC, thin-layer chromatography; UTR, untranslated region.

**Introduction**

High salinity and hyperosmotic stress are major determinants of crop yield throughout the world (Epstein et al. 1980, Boyer 1982). Hyperosmotic extracellular conditions lead to a loss of turgor that necessitates a response from the plant in order to survive. Plants respond by accumulating intracellular osmolites and reducing water loss, consequently reacquiring their hypertonic state and regaining/maintaining rigidity (Yancey et al. 1982, Fricke 2004, Li et al. 2006). High salinity stress is also detrimental because it disturbs ion homeostasis. High cytosolic sodium concentrations are toxic and plants respond to this condition by removing the sodium from the cytosol, making use of antiporter and co-porter ion channel activity across the plasma and vacuolar membranes. This ion flux causes a loss of homeostasis that has to be actively restored (Kinraide 1998, Zhu 2003, Yamaguchi and Blumwald 2005).

Salt and drought tolerance depend on complex signaling networks, allowing plants to respond rapidly and efficiently to the stress (Zhu 2002). Signal transduction in response to these stresses has become an intensively studied subject.
because it is believed that a better understanding of this process will lead to the discovery of ways to generate stress-tolerant crops that do not have a fitness penalty (Kasuga et al. 1999, Flowers 2004, Jakab et al. 2005, Yamaguchi and Blumwald 2005). Numerous signal transduction pathways have been demonstrated to be activated in response to high salinity and hypersalmonic stress (Munnik and Meijer 2001, Xiong et al. 2002, Zhu 2002). Our interest focuses especially on lipid signaling events and in particular on phospholipase D (PLD) activity during such processes.

PLD catalyzes the hydrolysis of structural phospholipids, e.g. phosphatidylcholine, producing phosphatidic acid (PA) and a free head group. Twelve PLD genes are present in the genome of the model plant thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana), whereas just two PLD genes are found in animals and one in yeast. The plant PLD family can be partitioned into six classes, the α-, β-, γ-, δ-, ε- and ζ-PLDs, depending on protein sequence homology and biochemical properties (Qin and Wang 2002, Wang 2005). Roles have been suggested for PLD in numerous processes including vesicular transport, membrane degradation and intracellular signaling. PLD has been reported to be involved in signaling events occurring in response to a multitude of stimuli, e.g. freezing, wounding, plant–pathogen interactions, dehydration and salt stress (Wang 2002, Bargmann and Munnik 2006). PA is believed to act as a second messenger in such signaling events; it is generated rapidly and transiently during various stress responses (Munnik 2001), functioning in signaling cascades by recruiting target proteins to particular membranes and/or influencing their activity (Testerink and Munnik 2005, Wang 2005).

PLD has been linked to high salinity and hypersalmonic stress in several independent studies. Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) LePLDα1 gene expression increases in cell suspensions treated with NaCl (Laxalt et al. 2001) and AtPLDδ expression is induced upon both high salinity and dehydration treatments in Arabidopsis (Katagiri et al. 2001, Mane et al. 2007). PLD is activated in response to hyperosmotic stress and dehydration (Frank et al. 2000, Munnik et al. 2000, Katagiri et al. 2001). Arabidopsis plants expressing antisense AtPLDα1 have been shown to have increased sensitivity to drought stress (Sang et al. 2001, Mane et al. 2007). Additionally, Arabidopsis pldα3 knockout mutants have recently been shown to be hypersensitive to both salt and hyperosmotic stress, and AtPLDδ3-overexpressing plants were found to be more resistant to these stresses (Hong et al. 2008). Furthermore, PLD has been suggested to be a negative regulator of the biosynthesis of the osmolyte proline in Arabidopsis (Thiery et al. 2004).

This investigation examines the role of PLDα and δ in high salinity as well as water deficit stress, employing LePLDα1-silenced tomato cell suspension cultures and plants, in addition to Arabidopsis pldα1 and pldδ double and single knock-out mutants. We demonstrate that both classes are activated by the different stresses and that lack of either AtPLDα1 or AtPLDδ leads to decreased tolerance on high salt-containing medium and hyperosmotic medium. Notably, the Arabidopsis pldα1/pldδ double mutant is even more sensitive than either of the single knock-out mutants. The results and their implications are discussed.

Results

High salinity-induced PLD activity in LePLDα1-silenced tomato cell suspension cultures

Plant cell suspension cultures are a useful model system for biochemical research because they can be treated with various conditions in parallel, are homogeneous and can be genetically modified relatively easily and quickly. The tomato cell suspension culture Msk8 has been used in several studies to investigate plant responses to both biotic (Felix et al. 1991, Felix et al. 1999) and abiotic stress (Felix et al. 2000). Our laboratory has also used this cell suspension culture in the study of lipid signaling and especially the function of PLD therein (Munnik et al. 2000, van der Luit et al. 2000, Laxalt et al. 2001, Bargmann et al. 2006). LePLDα1 gene expression in Msk8 cultures has been knocked-down using an RNAi (RNA interference) construct targeting the 3′-untranslated region (UTR); the UTR was used to minimize chances of unspecific cross-silencing (see materials and methods). Five independently transformed cell suspension culture lines were obtained as well as an empty vector control line. RNA blot analysis showed that three of the five lines carrying the RNAi construct were in effect completely silenced (Fig. 1). Analysis of the expression of other PLD isoforms (Laxalt et al. 2001) indicated that only LePLDα1 was knocked-down in these lines (data not shown). Although there was an apparently truncated transcript visible in line #5 (Fig. 1), the LePLDα1 protein was absent and PLDα activity was deficient in all silenced lines (data not shown). Salt treatment induced a clear increase in LePLDα1 expression in the empty vector control and the non-silenced cultures (lines #2 and #4),

![Fig. 1. Silencing and salt-induced expression of LePLDα1 in tomato cell suspension cultures.](image-url)

RNA was extracted from independently transformed Msk8 cultures carrying an LePLDα1-RNAi construct (lines #1–5) or an empty control vector (C) that had been treated with 0 or 125 mM NaCl for 5 h. RNA was separated by gel electrophoresis, blotted and hybridized with a 32P-labeled LePLDα1 probe. An 18S rRNA probe was used as a loading control.
which was lacking in the silenced lines #1 and #3 and truncate in line #5.

PA increases in response to salt stress have been reported to be produced by both the PLD and phospholipase C/diacylglycerol kinase pathways (PLC/DGK; Munnik et al. 2000, Katagiri et al. 2001). Addition of primary alcohols allows for the distinction of PLD activity from other PA-producing reactions, making use of this enzyme’s ability to substitute primary alcohols for water in its transphosphatidylation reaction, whereas non-primary alcohols (e.g. sec- and tert-butanol) cannot be used in such a reaction (Munnik et al. 1995, Dhonukshe et al. 2003). In this case we used n-butanol to visualize PLD activity separately from DGK-generated PA. In the presence of 0.5% n-butanol, high salt treatment of cell suspension cultures led to a dose-dependent accumulation of PA and phosphatidylbutanol (PBut; Fig. 2a, c). A 15 min treatment with 500 mM NaCl led to a clear PA accumulation, while treatment with 1 and 1.5 M NaCl induced a marked increase in both PA and PBut. A manifest reduced induction of PA and PBut formation was evident when LePLDα1 was silenced (line 1) cell suspension cultures. Correspondingly, vitality staining of salt-treated cell suspension cultures with fluorescein diacetate revealed that no loss of plasma membrane integrity had occurred (data not shown). These results suggest that the increase in LePLDα1 activity in response to high salt concentrations is not due to loss of cell membrane integrity.

Silencing LePLDα1 in tomato plants

Previously, Laxalt et al. (2001) reported that the LePLDα1 transcript was present in all tested tomato plant organs. Here, expression levels were analyzed using a peptide-specific PLDα1 antibody. As shown in Fig. 3a, LePLDα1 could be detected in roots, stems, petioles, leaves, flowers and fruit of mature tomato plants. This ubiquitous presence of LePLDα1 in tomato mirrors AtPLDα1 expression in Arabidopsis, which could also be detected in all tested organs. AtPLDα1 was detected in roots, leaves, stems, flowers and siliques (Fig. 3b). In order to study LePLDα1 function in the salt tolerance of tomato plants, transgenic lines were generated carrying the same RNAi construct that was used to knock-down LePLDα1 in the Msk8 cell suspension cultures. Several independent transformants were obtained and three lines were selected in which knock-down of LePLDα1 was verified by protein blot analysis of seedlings (Fig. 3c). Compared with wild-type tomato seedlings (GCR161), the LePLDα1-silenced plant lines had reduced LePLDα1 protein levels. Nonetheless, a protein band could still be detected in the different silenced lines (Fig. 3c). LePLDα1-silenced tomato plants developed normally, displaying no obvious growth phenotype. Salt tolerance can be easily assayed by transferring 1-week-old seedlings to agar plates supplemented with NaCl and assessing their root growth (Wu et al. 1996). Accordingly, seedlings were transferred to new plates containing 0, 125 or 250 mM NaCl, and rotated 180° to be able to monitor the new growth. As shown in Fig. 4a, primary root growth after 24 h was greatly reduced on plates with 125 mM NaCl compared with control plates, and was completely abolished.
when seedlings were transferred to plates containing 250 mM NaCl. LePLDα1-silenced plant lines had the same magnitude of growth reduction on plates containing 125 mM NaCl as the wild-type control lines and also exhibited complete growth inhibition on 250 mM NaCl. These results show that, although it was able to reduce LePLDα1 protein levels, the introduction of a LePLDα1-RNAi construct did not lead to altered salt tolerance in tomato seedlings.

PLDα1 deficiency leads to reduced cell lysis-induced PLD activity in tomato cell suspension cultures and Arabidopsis knock-out lines (Figs. 2 and 4b right panel). However, when phospholipid analysis was performed on LePLDα1-silenced plants, no consistent reduction in cell lysis-induced PLD activity could be observed in LePLDα1-silenced plant lines compared with the wild type (Fig. 4b, left panel). This result suggests that the reduction of LePLDα1 protein levels seen in the LePLDα1-silenced tomato plant lines is not sufficient to cause an observable decrease in PLD activity upon snap-freezing and thawing of leaf discs.

Salt and water deficit tolerance in Arabidopsis requires both AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ

The lack of a detectable phenotype in silenced tomato plants prompted us to continue our research into PLD involvement in high salinity tolerance in Arabidopsis, where knock-out
mutants are available for multiple PLD isoforms. Whereas gene silencing can be incomplete, non-specific and inconsistent, T-DNA insertional mutagenesis gives a higher degree of confidence that the gene of interest is no longer functional and that no other genes are affected. AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ are the two predominant PLD isoforms present in Arabidopsis and, for both, silencing has been linked to altered responses to water stress (Katagiri et al. 2001, Sang et al. 2001). T-DNA insertion lines were obtained for both genes (SALK_067533 and SALK_023247), and a pldα1/pldδ double mutant was generated by crossing the two. T-DNA insertion was verified by PCR, and knock-out was confirmed on the protein and transcript level for AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ, respectively (data not shown). Both the individual and double mutants developed normally, exhibiting no obvious phenotype when grown under standard greenhouse or growth chamber conditions.

When leaf disc from wild-type (Col-0), pldα1, pldδ and pldα1/pldδ Arabidopsis plants were labeled and lipids were extracted and analyzed, no difference in basal composition levels could be detected (Fig. 5). Treatment of leaf disc with high salt concentrations caused up to a 5-fold increase in PA levels within 15 min in wild-type plants. However, when the pld mutants were treated with high salt concentrations, a consistently lower PA response was found compared with the wild-type: wild type > pldα1 > pldδ > pldα1/pldδ double mutants (Fig. 5b). This outcome demonstrates that AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ are activated in unison during the response to high salt exposure in Arabidopsis.

As with LePLDα1-silenced tomato plants, root growth of pld knock-out mutants and wild-type Arabidopsis seedlings was assayed under high salinity conditions (Fig. 6). When 4-day-old seedlings were transferred to control plates (supplemented with 0 mM NaCl), no reduced growth compared with the wild type was seen in pldα1, pldδ or pldα1/pldδ mutant seedlings. However, transfer to plates containing 150 mM NaCl caused a significant reduction in root growth in mutant vs. wild-type seedlings (Fig. 6). Independent T-DNA insertions, pldα1-2 (SALK_053785) and pldδ-2 (SALK_023808), were included to verify that the observed effect was not due to secondary insertions. These results show that AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ are both required for the salt-induced PA production and salt tolerance in Arabidopsis, and that their combined deletion gives rise to plants that are even more sensitive than the single mutants alone.

Earlier studies have also demonstrated PLD activation in response to hyperosmotic stresses other than high salinity, both in cell suspension cultures (Munnik et al. 2000) and in plants (Frank et al. 2000, Katagiri et al. 2001, Hong et al. 2008). Katagiri and co-workers (2001) went on to show that the activity in dehydrated leaf discs of Arabidopsis plants expressing an antisense AtPLDδ construct was reduced compared with wild-type plants, implicating this PLD isoform as one of the PLDs activated under hyperosmotic conditions. When leaf discs from the pld single and double knock-outs were tested for dehydration-induced PLD activity, a clear difference could be noted between the wild type, pldα1, pldδ and pldα1/pldδ mutants (Fig. 7). PA production in the single mutants was inferior to that in the wild type and lower still in the double mutant. The single mutants showed, on average, 70% of the PA level observed in the wild type, whereas the double mutant displayed only 30% (Fig. 7). This finding shows that both AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ are activated upon drought stress in Arabidopsis plants, and that they together are responsible for the bulk of the PA formed in response to this stress.

Although AtPLDδ activity in response to dehydration has been demonstrated before (Katagiri et al. 2001), a phenotype in the hyperosmotic stress response for the Arabidopsis plants expressing an antisense AtPLDδ construct used in the above-mentioned study was not found. On the other hand,
plants expressing an antisense AtPLDα1 construct have been shown to be hypersensitive to drought (Sang et al. 2001, Mane et al. 2007). We opted to use a more quantitative assay for hyperosmotic stress sensitivity in order to be able to distinguish better between the wild type, the pldα1 and pldδ single mutants and the pldα1/pldδ double mutant. Four-day-old seedlings were transferred to plates supplemented with 0 and 300 mM mannitol, and root growth was monitored after 4 d (Fig. 8). As with the salt tolerance assay, the different plant lines showed altered responses to hyperosmotic stress. Whereas the single mutants displayed an ∼30% reduction in root growth, the double mutant exhibited an ∼50% reduction. These results establish that AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ are required for an adequate hyperosmotic stress response, and that the absence of both leads to a further increased sensitivity.

Taken together, the findings gathered in the assays for PLD activity and stress tolerance in response to high salinity and hyperosmotic stress in the Arabidopsis knock-out mutants demonstrate a concerted activity of both AtPLDα1 and AtPLDδ that is essential for endurance upon exposure to such environments.

Fig. 6. Reduced salt tolerance in Arabidopsis pld mutants. Seeds from wild-type, pldα1-1, pldα1-2, pldδ-1, pldδ-2 and pldα1-1/pldδ-1 knock-out mutant lines were sown on agar plates and grown vertically in a growth chamber. After 4 d, seedlings were transferred to fresh plates supplemented with 0 or 150 mM NaCl. Primary root growth was measured 4 d after transfer and is represented in histograms ± SD. Data were analyzed for significance by one-way ANOVA (Tukey post hoc, α = 0.001, n = 18–20).

Fig. 7. Dehydration-induced PLD activity in Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion lines. Leaf discs were excised from fully expanded leaves from control and pld knock-out plant lines and labeled overnight with 32P i. Leaf discs were treated by removing them from the labeling solution and placing them on filtration paper for 2 h. Lipids were extracted, separated by ethyl acetate TLC (a) and analyzed by phosphoimaging (b). PA was quantified as a percentage of total radiolabeled lipids and is presented in a histogram ± SD (n = 3).
Discussion

LePLDα1 and salt treatment of tomato cell suspension cultures and plants

LePLDα1 gene expression is induced in Msk8 tomato cell suspension cultures upon exposure to 125 mM salt (Fig. 1).

This recaptures findings of Laxalt and co-workers (2001), who studied changes in LePLDα1 expression in Msk8 cultures in response to various stresses. These authors found an induction of expression after a 1 h treatment with 250 mM NaCl. Yet no induction was seen in this period when cells were treated with 400 mM sorbitol, suggesting this response was specific to salt and not due to hyperosmotic stress (Laxalt et al. 2001). Increased PLD activity in response to high salinity has also been previously demonstrated in Msk8 cells (Munnik et al. 2000). The generation of cell suspension cultures lacking LePLDα1 by the use of an RNAi construct (Fig. 1) made it possible to assess whether this PLD contributed to the induced activity. Whereas basal PA and PBut levels were not affected in the silenced lines, the PLD activity induced with salt treatment was markedly less (Fig. 2), indicating that this isoform is indeed responsible for, at least part of, the observed PLD activity. The remaining activity could be attributed to either incomplete silencing or the activity of yet another PLD in response to this treatment. The latter seems more likely, as the silencing seen on the transcript level (Fig. 1) and on the protein level (data not shown) was effectively complete.

Excessive salt concentrations were needed to make out the induction of PLD activity and the disparity between control and silenced lines, possibly due to the short incubation time (15 min) used in these experiments (Fig. 2). Although the treatment was severe, the observed PLD activity was not due to cell lysis, as demonstrated by the enduring activity seen when the treatment was carried out in the presence of TE buffer (Fig. 2). Cell lysis-induced PLD activity is completely lost in this buffer, as demonstrated by snap-freezing and thawing of cells (Fig. 2).

The fact that LePLDα1 gene expression and enzymatic activity were induced by salt treatment of cell suspension cultures provided an incentive to study the role of LePLDα1 during high salinity stress in tomato plants. The LePLDα1 protein was detected in all organs of mature tomato plants as well as in the seedling stage (Fig. 3). Introduction of the LePLDα1-RNAi construct in tomato plants again resulted in gene silencing; however, it did not lead to an absolute attenuation of LePLDα1 protein levels (Fig. 3) as seen in cell suspension cultures (data not shown). This incomplete silencing could explain the lack of an effect on salt tolerance (Fig. 4a) and the cell lysis-induced PLD activity, which can be seen in an Arabidopsis pldα1 knock-out mutant (Fig. 4b). Silencing in planta might also not be as consistent as in the cell suspension cultures, perhaps due to the less efficient 35S-driven expression of the silencing construct in certain cells and tissues (van Leeuwen et al. 2001). Alternatively, the effects could be explained by the action of another PLD isoform.

Fig. 8. Increased sensitivity to hyperosmotic stress in Arabidopsis pld mutants. Seeds from wild-type, pldα1-1, pldα1-2, pldδ-1, pldδ-2 and pldα1-1/pldδ-1 knock-out mutant lines were sown on agar plates and grown vertically in a growth chamber. After 4 d, seedlings were transferred to fresh plates supplemented with or without 300 mM mannitol. Primary root growth was measured 4 d after transfer and is represented in histograms ± SD. Data were analyzed for significance by one-way ANOVA (Tukey post hoc, α = 0.001, n = 15–16).
AtPLD\textalpha{}1 and AtPLD\textdelta{} are required for high salinity and hyperosmotic stress tolerance in Arabidopsis

Extending our research to include Arabidopsis conferred the opportunity to analyze actual null mutants rather than looking at plant material expressing silencing constructs. This gave the assurance of examining the complete knock-out of a gene and no possibility of non-specific or secondary effects of a silencing construct. Furthermore, this extension made it possible to incorporate analysis of another PLD isoform that has been implicated in hyperosmotic stress responses, i.e. AtPLD\textdelta{} (Katagiri et al. 2001). Notably, a mutant lacking both AtPLD\textalpha{}1 and AtPLD\textdelta{} could be generated and scrutinized along with the two single knock-out mutants.

Analysis of PLD activity in Arabidopsis leaf discs treated with high salt concentrations demonstrated that both AtPLD\textalpha{}1 and AtPLD\textdelta{} are responsible for PA production in reaction to this treatment (Fig. 5). Yet, even in the double knock-out mutant, there is still a considerable accumulation of PA, indicating that there is one (or more) other route(s) of PA synthesis active under these conditions. Again, severe salt treatments were required to bring out the difference between the wild type and mutants in this assay. Although these are distant from physiological salt concentrations encountered in nature, it is reasonable to believe that these PLD isoforms are activated by high salinity, especially in light of the fact that the knock-out mutants have a growth defect under physiological salt concentrations of 150 mM NaCl (Fig. 6). Parallel to the differences in activity discernible between the wild type and the mutants, the double knock-out mutant fared worse on plates supplemented with salt than the wild type or either of the single mutants. These results demonstrate that PLDs are activated in response to salt treatment in plants and that the lack of these PLDs leads to enhanced salt sensitivity, pointing to the importance of these enzymes in the high salinity response.

Previously, activation of AtPLD\textdelta{} by dehydration in leaf discs has been demonstrated by Shinozaki’s lab using antisense AtPLD\textdelta{} lines (Katagiri et al. 2001). However, this study did not find a phenotype for these lines under hyperosmotic stress conditions. Conversely, antisense AtPLD\textalpha{}1 lines have been reported to be hypersensitive to drought (Sang et al. 2001, Mane et al. 2007) but AtPLD\textalpha{}1 has not been shown to be activated by hyperosmotic stress. Here, we demonstrate that both PLD isoforms in Arabidopsis are activated by dehydration (Fig. 7) and that both are required for an adequate response to hyperosmotic stress (Fig. 8). The double \textit{pld\textalpha{}1/pld\textdelta{}} mutant showed a hypersensitivity that is more acute than either of the single mutants alone. As in the PA response to high salt concentrations, a residual PA production could be noted in the double knock-out mutant, once more implicating other routes of PA synthesis.

Recently, Wang and co-workers (Hong et al. 2008) discovered a novel PLD that is involved in salt stress, i.e. AtPLD\textalpha{}3. They showed that this isoform is activated upon salt and hyperosmotic stress, and is required for wild-type growth under these conditions. It is not unlikely that this is the PLD isoform that is responsible for the observed residual PA production in the \textit{pld\textalpha{}1/pld\textdelta{}} double knock-out mutant (Figs. 5, 7). It will be interesting to find out how salt and hyperosmotic stress sensitivity is affected in a \textit{pld\textalpha{}1/pld\textalpha{}3/pld\textdelta{}} triple mutant.

PLD function in high salinity and water deficit stress responses

This study has made apparent that two separate PLD isoforms, PLD\textalpha{}1 and PLD\textdelta{}, are concomitantly activated by high salinity and hyperosmotic stress in planta (Figs. 5, 7). Furthermore, the importance of their involvement in the response to these stresses is emphasized by the fact that both are required for wild-type growth under these conditions (Figs. 6, 8). That these two PLDs are not redundant during these responses is demonstrated by the finding that the single knock-out mutants, by themselves, have an effect on PA production as well as stress tolerance and that the double knock-out mutant displays an effect that verges upon additive. There is, however, a remaining accumulation of PA in the \textit{pld\textalpha{}1/pld\textdelta{}} double mutant (Figs. 5, 7), suggesting that another route of PA production is active under these conditions. Theoretically, this could be accounted for by the activity of another PLD or the concerted action of PLC and DGK. The latter is also known to be activated by salt treatment and hyperosmotic stress (Munnik et al. 2000, DeWald et al. 2001, Katagiri et al. 2001). We have noted a remnant of PBut production in the salt-treated and dehydrated double mutant in the presence of \textit{n}-butanol (data not shown), indicating that at least one other PLD is active under these circumstances. A good candidate would be the newly implicated AtPLD\textalpha{}3, which has been shown to be involved in the response to both of these stresses (Hong et al. 2008).

The discovery that the single and double mutants are hypersensitive to growth on 300 mM mannitol as well as 150 mM NaCl (Figs. 6, 8) leads one to question whether the effect seen upon high salt treatment is just due to the hyperosmotic stress or whether sodium toxicity also plays a role in the inferior root growth. Several findings argue that PLDs also play a role in the response to sodium toxicity alone. Laxalt and co-workers (2001) found that \textit{LePLD\textalpha{}1} (and \textit{LePLD\textalpha{}2}) expression is up-regulated in response to salt treatment but not upon hyperosmotic treatment with 400 mM sorbitol. In addition, PLD-derived PA has been proposed to regulate the activity of vacuolar H\textsuperscript{+}-ATPases upon high salt treatment (Zhang et al. 2006). These proton pumps
help maintain the proton gradient that drives Na+/H+ antiporter activity.

The premise that PLDs play a role in the hyperosmotic stress response is supported by several other independent lines of research. PA has been found to bind Snf-related protein kinases (SnRKs) (Testerink et al. 2004), and these signaling components have been shown to be activated in response to hyperosmotic stress and high salinity (Munnik et al. 1999, Mikołajczyk et al. 2000, Hrabak et al. 2003, Boudsocq et al. 2004, Kelner et al. 2004, Boudosq and Laurière 2005, Burza et al. 2006). In addition, several papers have pointed to a role for PA and PLD in stomatal aperture (Jacob et al. 1999, Zhang et al. 2004, Mishra et al. 2006, Distéfano et al. 2007). Lastly, PLD has also been implicated in Arabidopsis proline biosynthesis (Thiery et al. 2004). Together, these findings argue for the presence of a strong case for PLD function in hyperosmotic and salinity stress signaling. Yet, it must also be taken into account that these stresses induce significant membrane remodeling and rearrangements, and that PLD activity could be physically involved in such membrane alterations (Gigon et al. 2004).

In conclusion, PLDs are key players in the plant response to hyperosmotic stress and high salinity, and their important role warrants further investigation of how, when and where which isoforms are involved. Future analysis will require (i) exploration of the mechanism by which these enzymes are activated; (ii) scrutiny of the activation temporally and spatially, throughout the plant and within the cell, i.e. by looking at reporter constructs, green fluorescent protein-tagged PLDs and fluorescent PA biosensors (as in Vermeer et al. 2006, van Leeuwen et al. 2007, Kusuno et al. 2008, Vermeer et al. 2008); (iii) study of the involvement of other PLD isoforms (e.g. PLDα3); and (iv) performing genome-wide transcriptional profiling of the mutants upon exposure to salt and drought stress.

Materials and Methods

Plant material

Tomato plants (L. esculentum cv. GCR161) were grown on soil under a 13.5 h light/10.5 h dark regime in the greenhouse. Transgenic tomato plant lines were generated with the empty vector and LePLDα1-RNAi construct in Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA105 carrying the pJIC.SaRep plasmid. For the LePLDα1-RNAi construct, an inverted repeat specific for LePLDα1 cDNA, cloned previously by Laxalt et al. (2001), was performed with the following oligonucleotides: 1, 5′-CCGGATCCCTTCAAGATC-3′(reverse) with a BamHI and a ClaI restriction site; 2, 5′-CCGGATAATCCCCGACACCAAGG-3′ (forward) with an EcoRI restriction site; and 3, 5′-CCGGATATCAATTACATAT1GAG-3′ (forward) with an EcoRI restriction site. The PCR products resulting from primer combinations 1–2 and 1–3 were ligated in a 1–2/3–1 orientation into the pGreen1K binary vector which was modified to contain the 35S-Tnos cassette from pMON999. Tomato plants were transformed as specified by van Roekel et al. (1993). Arabidopsis thaliana var. Col-0 T-DNA insertion lines were obtained from the SALK Institute. Homozygous lines for pldα1-1 (SALK_067533), pldα1-2 (SALK_053785), pldδ1-1 (SALK_023247) and pldδ2-2 (SALK_023808) were generated and checked by PCR: SALK_067533F, 5′-GACG ATGATACATATTACATGG-3′; SALK_067533R, 5′-GTCCA AAGTGACATACAAAC-3′; SALK_053785F, 5′-CAAGGTGTGCA AAGTTTCTCTG-3′; SALK_053785R, 5′-AGTTAAGTTCCAGG GATTGAG-3′; SALK_023247F, 5′-GGAGCTGGTCTGTTCTG-3′; SALK_023247R, 5′-TGTACTCGGTTGTTGGGAA-3′; SALK_023247/023808F, 5′-TGTACTCGGTTGTTGGGAA-3′; SALK_023247/023808R, 5′-TGTACTCGGTTGTTGGGAA-3′; SALK_LeftBorderA, 5′-TGTTACCTACGT AGTGGCCATCG-3′; SALK_LeftBorderB, 5′-TGTTACCTACGT AGTGGCCATCG-3′. SALK_LeftBorderA was used in combination with SALK_053785F and SALK_023247/023808R in compliance with the direction of T-DNA insertion. For routine plant growth, seeds were sown on soil and vernalized at 4°C for 2 d. Plants were grown in a growth chamber under a 12 h light/12 h dark regime at 21°C and 70% humidity.

Plant cell suspension cultures

Suspension-cultured cells (L. esculentum cv. Mill. line Msk8; Felix et al. 1991) were grown at 24°C in the dark, shaking at 125 rpm in MS medium supplemented with 3% (w/v) sucrose, 5.4 μM naphthaleneacetic acid, 1 μM 6-benzyladene-nine and vitamins (pH was adjusted to 5.7 with 1 M KOH) as described by Felix et al. (1991), and used 4–6 d after weekly subculturing. Cell suspension culture transformation with the LePLDα1-RNAi construct was achieved as described by Bargmann et al. (2006).

RNA blot analysis

Total RNA from tomato cell suspension cultures was isolated using the Trizol LS reagent method (Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). A 10 μg aliquot of RNA was separated by denaturing 1.4% (w/v) formaldehyde–agarose gel electrophoresis, transferred onto Hybond-XL nylon membranes (Amersham Pharmacia, Buckinghamshire, UK), and hybridized with 32P-labeled probes in modified Church solution at 65°C. Membranes were washed three times for 15 min with wash buffer [1× SSC, 0.1% (w/v) SDS] and the probe signal was visualized by autoradiography.

Protein blot analysis

Protein extraction buffer [9.5 M urea, 0.1 M Tris–HCl pH 6.8, 2% (w/v) SDS and 2% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol] was added to an equal volume of ground leaf tissue, vortexed and centrifuged in an Eppendorf centrifuge for 10 min at 1,000 × g. Four times sample buffer [8% (w/v) SDS, 40% (v/v) glycerol,
20% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol, 240 mM Tris–HCl pH 6.8 and 0.08% (w/v) bromophenol blue was added to the supernatant and samples were loaded onto a 10% SDS–polyacrylamide gel, blotted on nitrocellulose and incubated overnight in 10 ml of PBST [0.8% (w/v) NaCl, 0.02% (w/v) KCl, 0.144% (w/v) Na₂HPO₄, 0.02% (w/v) KH₂PO₄ and 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20] with 5% (w/v) powdered milk and affinity-purified polyclonal anti-LePLDα1 antibody (rabbit; Eurogentech, Liege, Belgium). Antibodies were generated using the final 12 amino acids of the LePLDα1 protein: N-TKSDYLPPNLTT-C. The blot was washed three times with PBST, incubated for 1 h in 10 ml PBST with 5% (w/v) powdered milk and horseradish peroxidase-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) and washed three more times in PBST. The peroxidase activity was detected by enhanced (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) and washed three more times in 10 ml PBST with 5% (w/v) powdered milk and horse-

In vivo phospholipid analysis

Cell suspension cultures were labeled by incubation of 100 µl aliquots with 100 µCi of carrier-free PO₄³⁻ in growth medium. Treatments were performed in the presence of 0.5% (v/v) n-butanol, and treatments were stopped and lipids extracted as described before (van der Luit et al. 2000). Leaf discs (Ø 5 mm) were labeled by floating them overnight on 100 µl of 10 mM MES buffer pH 5.7 (KOH) supplemented with 100 µCi of carrier-free PO₄³⁻ in a 2 ml microcentrifuge tube (Frank et al. 2000). Treatments were stopped by addition of perchlórlic acid to a final concentration of 5% (w/v). Leaf discs were then transferred to a new tube containing 375 µl of CHCl₃/MeOH/HCl [50:100:1 (v/v)] where lipids were extracted during vigorous shaking for 10 min. A two-phase system was induced by the addition of 375 µl of CHCl₃ and 200 µl of 0.9% (w/v) NaCl. The remainder of the extraction was performed as described before (van der Luit et al. 2000).

For quantitative analysis, lipids were separated on silica thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plates using the organic upper phase of an ethyl acetate mixture: ethyl acetate/isooctane/formic acid/water [12:2:3:10 (by vol.); Munnik et al. 1998] or using an alkaline solvent system: CHCl₃/MeOH/25%NH₄OH/H₂O [90:70:4:16 (by vol.); Munnik et al. 1994] when indicated. Phospholipids were visualized and quantified by phoshmoaging (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

Plate root growth assay

Seeds were sterilized, placed on MS agar plates (2.2 g l⁻¹ Murashige & Skoog salts, 1% sucrose, 0.5 g l⁻¹ MES, pH 5.7 with KOH) and vernalized for 2 d at 4°C. Plates were placed vertically in growth chambers under a 18 h light/6 h dark regime at 21°C and 70% humidity. Seedlings (4 d after germination in the case of Arabidopsis and 7 d after germination in the case of tomato) were transferred to fresh plates supplemented with NaCl or mannitol.
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